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APPLICATION OF IBM EQUIPMENT TO LIBRARY
MECHANIZATION, KEYWORD-IN-CONTEXT
(KWIC) INDEXING AND THE SELECTIVE
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (SDI)
Donald H. Kraft
Fundamentals of Data Processing
Data processing equipment is being used to assist the librarian
in many clerical tasks relating to acquisition, indexing, cataloging,
circulation control of books and serials, and accounting functions.
This is resulting in better service to the user, fewer clerical tasks
for the librarian, and more time for the librarian to perform profes-
sional duties. Descriptions of these applications and their economics
have been published.l"^
There are certain basic principles which are common to all
successful IBM data processing installations. These fundamentals
permeate virtually all uses of IBM equipment, and deviations from
them may result in serious difficulties. They represent decades of
experience and hold true, regardless of whether one is designing a
system for production control in a factory or encumbrance accounting
for a library. It would be well to review some of them here and see
how they apply to library data processing.
1. Information is recorded once in an IBM card, which is then
available, as required, to give desired results by machine
processing. Once the information is keypunched and key-
verified for accuracy, it is available for multiple uses.
For example, at the time a book is ordered, cards are
punched with the author's name, title of book, and publisher
information. These cards can be used many times to write
the purchase order, to prepare an outstanding order list, to
order Library of Congress cards, to write the check and
remittance voucher, to prepare a list of new acquisitions,
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to print catalog cards or a book catalog, to print a shelf
list, to prepare Keyword-In-Context (KWIC) Indexes, etc.
With a manual system, it is not uncommon to find this
information typed and re-typed six to ten times. The
savings in time, accuracy, and cost are obvious.
2. Use of Pre- Punched Data. To take advantage of the fact
that much information processed is of a repetitive nature,
data is apre-punched" into cards as much as possible.
Master files of publisher information, such as name
and address, can be kept. When a book is ordered, the
appropriate publisher card is removed from the master
file, duplicated automatically on a keypunch or reproducer
machine, and then returned to its place in the file. An
alternate approach is to prepare multiple cards for each
publisher. These are used as needed, and the file is re-
plenished when a signal card (designated by a different
color or corner cut or special identifying punch) is reached.
Removing pre-punched cards from a file is normally faster
and less expensive than punching and verifying the same
data.
3. The Total Systems Concept. When a system is analyzed
for conversion to automated data processing, one must be
careful not to impose illogical boundaries between appli-
cations. An area, such as book ordering, should be analyzed
for the effects that transactions in this area have on other
phases of the library operation.
If a data processing system is to be most effective, long-range
goals and aspirations should be established in the beginning. The
system should be designed to do what the librarian wants it to do, not
necessarily to do what is now being accomplished. For example, if
encumbrance accounting for books, supplies, equipment, etc. is too
difficult and expensive to do manually on a current basis, it does not
follow that the same holds true with an IBM system. On the contrary,
it can be one of the easiest of results to obtain.
In the November 1962 issue of Illinois Libraries, Howe and
Weidner? describe a very straightforward approach to encumbrance
accounting using data processing equipment. They follow through by
adding catalog information to the IBM encumbrance card. This card
"can then be used for book stock statistics and a more accurate sam-
pling of book stock for insurance purposes. This encumbrance card,
with the added information, becomes the master book card or shelf-
list card for circulation control, sheaf catalogs, etc."
Take a fresh approach to problems. Do not be tempted to carry
over vestigial procedures into a mechanized system just because
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"things were always done that way." It is usually quite wasteful to
use machines to perform tasks in the same manner as they are done
manually. To do so without good reason would be just as foolish as
to direct airline pilots to fly from city to city following automobile
highways.
An illustration of this point is in order. In some manual sys-
tems, two cards are filed for each book that is charged out. One is
filed in call number sequence, so that the library knows where each
book is at all times. The other is filed by due date. Not only is mul-
tiple filing double work, but problems are created when books are
renewed in absentia and when they are returned. Using a punched
card approach, it is not necessary to have a double file. Cards need
be filed only in call number sequence. Of course, the due date is
punched into the card also, by use of an IBM 357 Data Collection Sys-
tem or some other means. The collator can be used to select auto-
matically the overdue cards from this file, which is in call number
sequence. The IBM 085 collator can search this file at the rate of
26,400 cards per hour, and the IBM 088 collator can search it at the
rate of 78,000 cards per hour. These machine speeds free the librar-
ian of the difficulties which are imposed upon them by the limitations
of human searching capabilities.
When long-range goals are known, applications may be under-
taken with a future connection in mind. Equipment selection at this
point may proceed with a more intelligent appreciation of present
goals and future needs.
4. Use Flow Charts. A flow chart is indispensable for analyz-
ing a proposed procedure. It cuts to the logical essence of
a system. Short-cuts as well as bottlenecks come to light
during the flow charting process. An outstanding example
of flow charting of a library operation was done at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, Chicago Undergraduate Division Library
by L. A. Schultheiss and others.
The flow chart in Appendix F (taken from Page 226 of
Advanced Data Processing in the University Library)
illustrates part of a charge -out procedure.
5. Establish Controls. Proper use of controls insures that
the results obtained by data processing procedures are
accurate. They also provide an audit trail, whereby proof
of a report can be verified to satisfy management or an
auditor.
Controls can be exercised by the use of checking features built
into the equipment. For example, suppose one is using a collator to
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merge current book transaction cards into a file of outstanding book
transaction cards, which is arranged in call number sequence. The
current transaction cards are first arranged into call number sequence
by use of an IBM sorter. Since it is always possible that someone in-
serted some cards incorrectly into the outstanding transaction card
file, while performing a manual exception routine, it is best to check
the sequence of this file. The comparing circuitry of the collator can
be used quite easily, while performing the merging operation, to check
that the cards are in proper call number sequence. In most cases,
this type of checking can be performed at no loss of time, since it is
done simultaneously with other functions of the machine.
Other controls can be designed into the system. They, too,
would take advantage of the capabilities of data processing equipment.
For instance, card punching can be checked by use of the IBM 056
Card Verifier. Recognized accounting procedural controls can be
designed into the system. An obvious check that would be used if
expenses were distributed among many accounts is that the total of
all the accounts is equal to the total of all the individual expenses.
An IBM 402 or 407 Accounting Machine can do this while printing the
distribution.
6. Step-By-Step Conversion. Although the entire mechanized
system will have been flow charted, it is wise to plan to
convert only one or two applications at a time to data
processing equipment. Some operations are logically
discrete and, as such, can be tackled separately. Prob-
lems will arise which were not anticipated, and they will
be easier to solve one at a time.
Moreover, improvements will be made to the original
procedures during these early stages. For example, ex-
perience gained during the conversion of the book ordering
job will make easier the conversion of later applications.
An application should be converted, tested, and operating
smoothly before the next job is tackled. In some cases,
however, several applications are so closely interwoven
that it is best to convert them together.
7. Pre-Test the System's Components. Portions of a system
can be pre-tested by wiring the necessary control panels
for the unit record equipment (or programming the com-
puter), punching cards that would be representative of those
encountered in actual operation, and finally, processing the
data. The results of these "dry runs" would be analyzed to
make certain that they give the information desired in the
required time.
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Whenever possible, it is wise to continue the manual
operation parallel with the newly converted machine
procedure for a short period of time. This not only
provides insurance that your operations will continue
to function in the event you encounter difficulties, but
also provides valuable comparisons between the two
systems.
8. Become Familiar with the Equipment. It is necessary
that the librarian have at least a basic knowledge of what
each machine in the system can do. The more one knows
about them, the more one can take advantage of their power
and flexibility. It is easier for a librarian to learn the
capabilities of the machines than it is for a systems engi-
neer to learn the inner workings of a library.
Librarians who are planning to mechanize their procedures will
want to become knowledgeable about the new equipment, so that they
can exert more control over its proper use. In order to help the li-
brarian understand the equipment, IBM offers free courses at all of
its branch office locations. These courses are taught at both the
survey or conceptual level as well as at the detailed operating level.
They cover unit record equipment and computers.
Once the machines are installed and performing the tasks for
which they were acquired, it is usual to find many additional one-
time (as well as repetitive) jobs that can be efficiently done on them.
IBM machines are quite flexible. But it is up to the professional
librarian to spot these additional applications.
9. Batch Processing. Unless a random access computer
storage device (such as the IBM 1311 Disk File) is avail-
able, the machine processing of data is done most effi-
ciently in batches rather than as single transactions. This
reduces machine setup time considerably. The workload
is usually cycled through a period of time in order to col-
lect enough material to form a batch. For example, book
ordering may be done once a week, while check writing
may be done once a month. Over-due notices may be
scheduled for processing one day a week. On the other
hand, the filing of circulation transaction cards may be
done by the collator on a daily basis.
10. Management by Exception. Characteristic of most man-
agement personnel is an ability to strike through detail to
the core of a problem. A data processing system can as-
sist library management by selecting only items requiring
review. Attention is focused on the exceptional rather than
the commonplace. This principle is illustrated in the records
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department. It is not necessary to examine each card
in a file to determine which serials did not arrive this
month, nor is it necessary to examine each card for re-
newal date. Data processing equipment can do this
searching at machine speeds and print an action report
on those items of current interest.
The principle of management by exception would be em-
ployed in designing a budgetary accounting system. For
example, special reports could be printed to highlight
those departmental accounts which are close to their
authorized limits.
KWIC, A Computer-Produced Index
The task of organizing large bodies of information so that par-
ticular facts can be found quickly when needed is a pressing problem
of our times. A simple way to organize information is to use the
actual words contained in documents as index terms. Through mech-
anization this can be done very easily by listing the words in alpha-
betical order, as in a dictionary. A refinement over this simple
alphabetical listing is to include, with each index word, the words by
which it is surrounded that is, to list each index word "in context."
A further refinement is to exclude from the index non-informative
words, such as prepositions, articles, and the like. The Keyword- In -
Context (KWIC) program does just these things that is, it excludes
words which the program has designated as non-informative, and it
lists alphabetically all the remaining words (Keywords), with each
Keyword surrounded by the words with which it appears in the original
material. 10 * 11
The technique was developed as a computer application in IBM's
Research Laboratories by H. P. Luhn. It has been used to index var-
ious types of information. The first KWIC index produced on a large
scale was "Chemical Titles," prepared in 1960 by the Chemical Ab-
stracts Service of the American Chemical Society in Columbus, Ohio,
under the leadership of Dr. G. M. Dyson. "Chemical Titles" is pre-
pared on an IBM 1401. Each issue indexes some 2,800 titles and
5,900 authors, this material being keypunched directly from the title
pages of about 600 journals of chemistry. The entire index is pre-
pared by two keypunch operators, an editor, and an office services
man. 12 The IBM 1401 produces the index in 3-1/2 hours.
A KWIC index may be useful either as a direct lead to literature
or as a catalog to a more elaborate abstract or document file. Some
of the compilations in which the KWIC indexing method has been used
are listed below along with the name of an organization which uses it.
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1. Section indexes to procedure manuals (Trans-Canada
Airlines).
2. A current index to the laws passed in the fifty states
(American Bar Foundation, Chicago, Illinois).
3. Cumulative indexes to computer program abstracts (IBM
Corporation).
4. Indexes to special collections of publications (Chemical
Abstracts, Columbus, Ohio).
5. Indexes to research and development projects (Lockheed
Aircraft).
6. Indexes to correspondence files (IBM Corporation).
7. Special bibliographies (Bell Telephone Laboratory, Murray
Hill, New Jersey).
8. Indexes to internal technical reports (North American
Aviation).
9. Programs of professional meetings where many papers
are presented (American Institute of Chemical Engineers
1962 annual meeting).
10. Concordances (American Medical Association, Chicago,
Illinois).
11. Cumulative Index to a periodical (Communications of
Association of Computing Machinery, March, 1963).
A KWIC index can be only as good as the titles that go into it.
There are as many index entries for each title as there are Keywords
in the title. Thus, the paper entitled, "Design of a Chemical Reactor
by Dynamic Simulation" will be indexed five times: once for each of
the Keywords "design, chemical, reactor, dynamic, simulation."
Words of little significance, such as articles, prepositions, and con-
junctions are not treated as Keywords. All other words will be indexed.
The librarian may supplement the title with descriptors or a
sub-title. These words will be indexed in context, too. "See Also"
references may be used. For instance, one may insert punched cards
with the information:
- ATOMIC ENERGY see also NUCLEAR, RADIATION.
- ANTI-TRUST see also CLAYTON, COMPETITION,
MONOPOLY, ROBINSON-PATMAN, SHERMAN.
into the deck of title cards. They will be listed in the appropriate
places by the computer.
Several papers have been written in the area of determining
whether titles are, in general, well-written or not.13.14,15 -phe con-
clusions in the areas of law and medicine are that approximately 90
per cent of the titles can be well indexed by their own words. Since
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KWIC indexes are being produced regularly in the physical and bio-
logical sciences, one may assume that, in general, these titles contain
good indexing words. If titles in less precise areas, such as the
social sciences, are not as descriptive, they can still be used for
KWIC indexing. It merely means that searching a KWIC index of them
will be less efficient. Professor Kenneth Janda of the Political Science
Department of Northwestern University has produced several KWIC
indexes in the field of political science.
The Keywords are alphabetically positioned near the center of a
line, which includes several words that precede and follow the Key-
word. An equal (=) sign appears at the end of each title. In addition
to the Keyword, each line of the KWIC index contains the remainder
of the title up to a total of sixty characters and spaces; this residue
may, at times, include the whole title. The computer makes it possible
to provide additional words of context by "wrapping the title around."
Thus, if the Keyword is the last word in a title, the title begins again
after the appearance of the equal sign. The additional information aids
in indicating the nature of the work and facilitates selection of relevant
titles.
To locate those papers in which you might be interested, scan
vertically down the alphabetically arranged Keyword column. When a
significant word is found, glance horizontally at the nearby contextual
words to see if the specific meaning is appropriate to your interests.
If so, note the reference number on the right and refer to the biblio-
graphic section, which is arranged in reference number sequence.
There will be found the complete bibliographic reference. Synonyms
of subject words of interest should also be looked up in the index.
An author index is provided. It also gives access to the biblio-
graphy through use of appropriate reference numbers. The reference
number, which is used to tie the three sections of a KWIC index to-
gether, may be assigned by the librarian using any combination of
letters and numbers up to twelve in all. An optional feature of the
KWIC program is the automatic assignment of an identification code,
which is generated by the computer from the author's name, year of
publication, and the title words. As an illustration of this code, the
IBM 1401 KWIC program (Program No. 1401-CR-02X) would assign
the following reference to this paper:
KRAFDH - 64 - AOI
KRAF are the first four letters and DH are the initials of the author's
name. The year of publication is 1964. AOI are the first letters of
the first three words in the title.
Appendix E illustrates the three sections of a typical KWIC
index; (a) the Keyword-In-Context index; (b) the bibliography; and
(c) the author index.
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KWIC indexes are produced quickly, at low cost, and with a
small expenditure of manpower. The input to the KWIC computer
program consists of punched cards containing the author's name, the
title, and publication date. The indexing may be enriched by adding
punched cards with additional descriptors. An abstract may be in-
cluded, if desired.
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IBM Type 026 Card Punch $ 30. (1/2 month's rental)
IBM Type 056 Verifier 25. (1/2 month's rental)
3 hours of 1401 Time @$75/hr. 225. (Prices vary from $50-$100/hr.)
Key Punch Operator 300. (Varies with experience and
geographic area)
$580. (Does not include federal and
state taxes)
If an IBM 1401 is available in another department of the organ-
ization, it is most likely that the $225 estimate would be reduced
considerably. Since the key punch and verifier are used only ten days
a month on this project, only one-half month's rental is charged above
to the cost of the index.
The cost per article indexed is only 29<*. This compares with
the cost of manually indexing an article, which averages $4. A key
point to note is that in most cases there is no manpower available to
do the indexing any other way. Since each title will average six Key-
words, the cost per index entry is 5^(29^/6).
Studies have been made to demonstrate the efficacy and quality
of KWIC indexing. 12, 16 For example, Dr. G. Jahoda (of Esso Re-
search and Engineering Company Library) reports with reference to
internal reports that two-thirds of the queries asked at their reference
desk could be answered by referral to author, title, or source of
publication listing.^
Selective Dissemination of Information
A major problem of our time is that of keeping well informed.
Scientists, engineers, professors, managers, and executives all need
current information about technological discoveries, new research,
competition, customers, financial data, economic conditions, etc.
There are hundreds of pieces of information appearing daily in
The Wall Street Journal, Barron's National Business and Financial
Weekly, Forbes Magazine of Business and Finance, Harvard Business
Review, trade papers, technical journals, laboratory reports, etc.,
that might be of interest to any person in a decision-making capacity.
For example, there are more than 150 publications which contain
articles that might interest an IBM data processing salesman. It is a
Herculean task to attempt to screen this mass of information.
In a small library it is possible for a conscientious librarian to
know the principle interests of some of the borrowers and to notify
these people when certain books arrive, which deal with their interests.
It is impossible to expect the librarian to extend this personal service
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to include articles in journals, newspapers, trade organs, etc. And
the problem is compounded to a second degree of impossibility if one
were to expect the librarian to cover this vast literature for hundreds
of persons whose interests are different and changing.
One solution to the problem has been produced by IBM research-
it is called "Selective Dissemination of Information* or SDI.18,19 gDI
is like an electronic traffic director of information, analyzing and
routing it to those who have a need to know. This is a tool with which
one can match or compare his particular interests against the flood
of paper. Through the use of this technique, one automatically re-
ceives only the specific information that he really wants. SDI provides
the librarian with the means to extend himself almost infinitely in his
ability to service his users' information needs promptly.
Let us examine the thought processes of an individual standing
before a shelf of publications in a library and study his browsing
procedure. First he examines the titles in a table of contents. If one
looks interesting, the browser opens the publication to the first page
of the article and looks for an abstract. If there is one, he reads it.
If the abstract interests him, he probably reads the article. In the
event there is no abstract, the reader probably looks for a section en-
titled "summary" or "conclusions." In the absence of these, he most
likely reads the first and last paragraphs of the article in an attempt
to discover if the article is worth his time to read it. In short, the
browser is searching for something to assist him in making a judg-
ment about the article "Should I read it or not?"
Analyzing more deeply the processes described above, we ask
the question, "what makes a title look interesting to a researcher?"
Since the title is usually a short sentence, the answer is that certain
of the words in the title jump out of the page at the reader; they are
his "hot -buttons." They are a subset of the set of all words which
can be used to describe his interests. He recognizes these words as
meaningful and significant. This same analysis would hold true of the
abstract. Once again words pop out of the page, if the abstract is
about an article of interest to the reader.
Searching for meaningful words and matching them with people's
interests is the process the computer is to simulate.
Those people who have a current awareness need should furnish
lists of words which characterize their various interests. These are
the same "hot-button" words which the reader looks for when he
browses. These lists of words are called "interest profiles," and
they are stored in the computer. Abstracts (title, author, source,
index terms, abstract) of articles are fed into the computer. The
computer next compares each interest profile word by word with the
index words of the article. When a sufficient number of words match
between a profile and the index term of an article, the abstract is
printed by the computer and sent to the appropriate user.
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In this way a person can browse electronically through vast
amounts of literature. When this technique is applied to many people,
it is called Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI). 20
In order to understand SDI, it is necessary to discuss it as an
operational system as opposed to a generalized concept. For this
reason the balance of the paper will be a description of a specific
SDI system using a program which was written for the IBM 1401 Data
Processing System. 21 it should be noted that SDI systems have been
in operation for over four years in servicing IBM research and devel-
opment personnel. At the time of this writing, there are in excess of
a dozen SDI systems in the country. Some are fully operational, while
others are still in the pilot operation stage.22 The number of SDI sys-
tems is expected to grow many-fold as operational experience becomes
more widely known.
The first step in an SDI system is to interview the users of the
system to obtain their interest profiles. This list of words (up to
sixty in length) will vary from person to person, depending upon his
current information needs. A user may have more than one profile.
The logic of the system permits the user to have two different
types of profile terms:
a. Exact Term - i.e.
", SIMULATE". This WILL match on
"SIMULATE" only. It will NOT match on "SIMULATES* or
"SIMULATING." An exact term is designated by a comma (,)
prefix.
b. Root Term - Ex. 1 - "%SIMULAT". This WILL match
on "SIMULATE" and also "SIMULATION," "SIMULATES,"
and "SIMULATING." A root term is designated by a percent
sign (%) prefix.
Ex. 2 - %70". This WILL match on: 704, 7040, 7044, 709,
7090, 7094, 705, 7080, etc.
Each profile has a "hit level" associated with it. This is a pos-
itive 2
-digit number, which is a measure of desired similarity be-
tween the profile and documents being compared with it. When the
sum of the weights of the profile terms which match the document
terms equals or exceeds the hit level, a notice is sent to the user.
The Exact Terms and Root Terms have "weights" assigned to
them. Thus if a user assigned the weight of 3 to one of this profile
words, it would have three times the importance of a word with the
weight of 1. Weights may range from -9 to +9.
Plus weights may be used to increase the importance of a word.
For example, with a hit level of 4, a word weighted "+3" would require
only one additional matching word before a notice is sent. If a weight
of "+4" were used, a notice would be sent if the word occurs in the
abstract.
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The use of minus weights is an effective way to reflect the fact
that a term is usually found in documents of little interest, and addi-
tional matching terms will be required. Weighting a term -9 would
for most abstracts be the same as stating that abstracts containing
this word are not wanted.
Example 1: , 2 SIMULATE - If this word occurs in an ab-
stract, the hit level is reduced by two. If the hit
level were two, a notice would be sent.
Example 2: , -1 *HBR - Every time an article from the
Harvard Business Review is encountered the hit
level is increased by one. Since the weight is
subtracted, a hit level of three would be increased
to four. Thus articles from this publication will
require more matching words than other publications.
It is important to note that the user chooses his own profile and
hit level. He is free to modify them at any time. A list of profiles
covering many interests may be given to each new subscriber to assist
him in determining the words for his own profile. The author's pro-
file is given as an example in Exhibit A.
The second ingredient in an SDI system is the article itself.
The publications which are in the SDI system are assigned to those
specialists who normally would read them. Based upon their broad
range of experience, these specialists select the articles which are
most significant. In the course of reading or scanning the article,
they may mark sentences or paragraphs which are of high informa-
tion content The specialist may write a comment or evaluation of
the article. It should be noted that this selectivity of input need not
be done in this fashion. It may be desirable in some cases (research
laboratories) to include all articles from each journal which is in the
system. Additional sources of input may include trip reports, impor-
tant letters, etc.
The articles are abstracted ("extracted" is more precise) into
less than 200 words. These abstracts may be written by specialists,
librarians, professional abstractors, etc. However, very satisfactory
indicative abstracts can be written by girls with no training in the
technical field covered. The abstracts may be prepared by these
girls, using IBM 826's. An IBM 826 is an electric typewriter con-
nected to a key-punching machine. As the girls type the abstracts,
they simultaneously punch them into IBM cards.
One girl can scan an article and type the abstract (extract) for
25 articles in a work day. Each abstract contains the author's name,
the title of the article, the publication source and date, as well as the
abstract itself and comments. (See Exhibit B)
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Exhibit C
ABSTRACTING GUIDELINES
1. All abstracts MUST include the following:
A. Author's name and company D. Date of Publication,
affiliation, if available. E. The abstract itself.
B. Title. F. Number of pages.
C. Source of Publication. G. Comments, if available.
2. Use sentences or phrases underlined by industry representative (selector).
3. Include company names and machine model numbers where they play a
significant role.
4. There are 20 total lines available in each abstract. Since the 1401 S.D.I.
Program matches interest profiles against documents on the basis of the
words in the abstract, it is most important that the abstractor uses as
many relevant words as possible to assure an abstract with good content
and coverage. Try to use as many of the allotted 20 lines as is feasible.
5. Usually the most important material is located in a section of the article
designated by one of the following:
a. Boldface (heavy type); b. 'Abstract"; c. "Summary";
d. "Conclusion"; e. First paragraph; f. Last paragraph.
6. A quick way to enrich the abstract with Keywords at minimal use of space
is to make use of a statement such as:
"Article discusses ..."
Then state the topics by use of short, concise phrases, single words, or
paragraph headings.
7. Try not to use words in the abstract that are already in the title.
8. If abstract exceeds 20 lines total, then reduce size by editing out modify-
ing words (adjectives, adverbs) and other unimportant phrases and clauses.
This will make the content more meaningful.
9. If the article is short, and the abstract includes the entire article, then
indicate this by stating: 'Entire article."
10. Indent paragraphs for better print-out appearance.
11. If the article is contained in a journal, attach a paper clip to the first page
of the article to be abstracted. This will aid the S.D.I. Department in
locating that particular abstract in the future.
12. Please return document with abstract to Department 328, MWRO.
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The punched cards containing the abstracts are automatically
indexed by the SDI program on the IBM 1401. The indexing can be
done in either of two ways: (1) Keywords may be selected from the
abstract, title, and author's name if they do not match a word on an
exclusion list of common words stored on magnetic tape; (2) Key-
words may be selected from the abstract, title, and author's name
if they match a word in a dictionary stored on magnetic tape and are
not on an exclusion list of common words. Provision is made for
human indexing also. Subject headings, descriptors, etc. may be
added to enrich the indexing. Using the dictionary approach combined
with the exclusion list of 264 words, an average of 22 keywords are
chosen per item. The exclusion list technique alone indexes an item
by an average of 41 keywords.
The indexed abstracts are then written on magnetic tape. Using
an IBM 1401 with 8,000 positions of memory and 729 II tape drives,
the following times (including card reading, auto-indexing, tape read-
ing and writing) were observed for the auto-indexing run: with an
exclusion list of 264 common words, 16 seconds per abstract, and
with a dictionary of 2,200 words and also an exclusion list of 264
words, 60 seconds per abstract.
Keywords from the abstracts are then compared with the users'
interest profiles. In those cases where enough keywords match (the
sum of their weights is equal to, or greater than, the hit level) , docu-
ment notices are printed on continuous forms in mailing sequence. A
typical run for 875 users' profiles and 42 abstracts required 2-1/2
hours on the IBM 1401, or about 10-1/2 seconds to process one user's
profile against 42 abstracts. Statistics on the words which matched
and the documents which were disseminated are obtained by the pro-
gram and stored on magnetic tape for control and evaluation purposes.
The forms are sent to the mail room where they are separated
by a bursting machine and distributed to the appropriate offices. Be-
cause of the importance of the information contained in the SDI notices,
most users give priority to them. It takes less than a minute to read
the abstract and punch the reply card. The user indicates his re-
sponses to the notices by punching out with his pencil a pre- scored
(Port-A- Punch) position in the reply card. With the reply card, the
user may request a copy of the entire article or simply indicate
whether or not the article was of interest to him. There is space for
the user to write comments. This feedback provides a measurement
of the system's effectiveness. (See Exhibit D).
A very important innovation in this program is that the abstract
words which matched in the profile are printed above the abstract. An
examination of Exhibit D (See SDI notice) and Exhibit A (author's pro-
file) shows that the notice was printed because the abstract contained
the words RETRIEVAL, INDEX, DOCUMENTATION, ABSTRACTING,
and the sum of their weights is 6, which exceeds the hit level of 3.
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By adjusting his hit level upward or downward, the user can
control the amount of information he receives. Further control can
be had by varying the weights of the profile terms. The user also
can exert control over the sources of publication. For example, con-
sider a profile with hit level 4 including these words:
-1 *HBR
+1 *CE
-9 *EN
This would increase the hit level to 5 for all articles from
Harvard Business Review; decrease the hit level to 3 for all articles
from Control Engineering; and it would virtually eliminate the chance
of getting any articles from Electronic News by raising the hit level
to 13.
It has been estimated that some 10,000 articles a month are
screened by the SDI specialists. From these, approximately 800-900
are abstracted and enter the system. The "average" user will get
SDI notices concerning 110 of them or about 1 per cent of the total.
An analysis of users' replies indicated that two- thirds of the
notices were "of interest" and one-third of "no interest* (25). Con-
sidering that a "typical" user received an average of five SDI notices
per day, the noise level of 34 per cent was tolerable, since it required
less than one minute to read an SDI abstract and punch out the reply
card. The author's profile was revised five times, and it ultimately
resulted in 86 per cent of the notices received being "of interest" and
only 14 per cent of "no interest."
It is difficult to say how much "noise" a person can live with,
but experience indicates that 1/3 noise is not too high. Constant up-
grading of profiles is a necessity if the noise in the system is to be
kept to a minimum.
No measure was taken of the pertinent documents which may
have been missed by an individual due to the absence of certain words
in his profile or in the keywords of the abstract. Such losses were
not considered serious, since the users received so much more infor-
mation than they ever had before. Actually 89 per cent of the "of
interest" notices had not been seen before by the users.
Efficient dissemination, when a document first appears, reduces
the retrieval problem later. SDI is a kind of "retrieval-in-advance"
a current awareness program, that helps users keep abreast of new
information. It is a technique that makes it possible to build a com-
munications system for an entire organization.
The cost of an SDI system is determined by the number of in-
terest profiles, the number of documents entering the system, type
of abstracts used, and the type of computer used. One estimate,
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based on 2,000 profiles, 50 documents per day, use of an IBM 1401
computer and non-professional abstractors, was approximately $7
a month per user profile.
Since the library, whether special, public, school, or otherwise,
is the normal repository of published material, it is not unreasonable
to imagine it as the center of this new activity. For example, an SDI
system, with professors and students doing the abstracting, would
serve the information needs of a campus. Each person enrolled in
the system would receive abstracts of articles of interest to him, re-
gardless of their source. The economics professor would receive
relevant articles from sociology, as well as economic journals. The
history professor would be exposed to material from political science
journals. The University President would receive abstracts from
management science journals, Fortune, Wall Street Journal, etc.
Use CHEMICAL TITLES different ways to find recent sources quickly
Up to 3000 titles . . .from 600-plus journals . . .26 times a year
FROM KEYWORD INDEX . . TO BIBLIOGRAPHY
. . . OR AUTHOR INDEX
TO BIBLIOGRAPHY
With CHEMICAL TITLES you can use the keyword index,
the author index, or the bibliography to find a source.
In the column at the left you find five excerpts from the
permuted keyword index which refer to the same paper all
with the reference code "JIMT-0090-0172." The four letters
represent the journal, the first group of digits, the volume, and
the second group of digits, the page number.
Turning to the bibliography, you find that the code
"JIMT-0090-0172" refers to the Journal of tke Institute of
Metals, Volume 90, page 172, and the specific paper and
authors are also given. Each journal in the bibliography is
listed alphabetically by code letters with it* table of contents
IN A MOMENT'S TIME
given. For keeping abreast of your favorite publications the
bibliography alone will suffice.
The author index, last in order, lists each author alphabeti-
cally with the relevant code, which leads back to tha bibli-
ography.
The issue of CHEMICAL TITLES from which this example
was taken was dated January 5, 1962, and the issue of the
Journal of the Institute of Metal* to which it refers is dated
January 1962. There is no time lag because the CT editors
had advance notice of the journal table of contents. With CT
the lag is rarely greater than a month. No other index or
alerting service provides such prompt and complete coverage.
Exhibit E
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Could not the public library take on the role of actively keeping
a segment of the community informed? Users of a library- managed
SDI system would pay a monthly membership fee to cover the expenses
of the system. Heads of local industries and businesses would be
enrolled in this current awareness program. These people would be
eager to hear about a solution to their information problem.
Computer time is available from service bureaus, data centers,
and local industries who are not utilizing their computers fully. Some
larger libraries could economically justify their own computer, for
both housekeeping tasks and SDI.
Abstracting in volume is not the problem it may seem to be.
Many journals print their own abstracts. The local librarian can call
upon a host of potential abstractors to aid in this project for example,
qualified students, handicapped persons, housewives, retired senior
citizens, etc. A short special training period is all that is necessary
to prepare a person to write SDI-type abstracts.
This new role of the library, that of an active disseminator of
information, is one that ought to be given serious consideration. It
offers the librarian an unusual opportunity to give better and extended
service.
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